


In today’s wired world, people carry 
a wide array of expensive electronic
devices, and they want a safe and secure
place to store them when away from home.
SAFLOK™ has the solution with a complete
line of in-room safes that combine
impeccable construction, security, and
user-friendly operation. These safes are
ideal for hotels, resorts, apartments,
student housing, offices, and more.

A powder coat finish adds long-lasting durability,
while the smooth, rounded corners blend with any
room décor. Keypad color options can be combined
with different safe color options. For example, a black
keypad can be combined with a silver safe, or vice
versa. SAFLOK safes come standard in silver on
black, silver on silver, or ivory on ivory. Additional
color options are also available at an upcharge.

Unparalleled 
Security and User–
Friendly Operation

Designed to Match Any Interior Décor



SAFLOK™ safes are easy to use while 
offering secure storage for personal items. 

Programmable Personal Code Entry 
Guests choose their own personal four-digit 
code to lock/unlock the safe

Illuminated Keypad 
The energy-conserving, attractively illuminated keypad brightly lights 
the keys for easy readability and enhanced operation, even in dimly lit 
places like closets. The keypad is lit upon the first keystroke as the first 
digit is displayed, stays illuminated throughout operation, and quickly 
resumes the low-power dark state as soon as the command to lock or 
open the safe is processed. Bulbs never need changing because 
solid-state, energy-efficient LEDs are used to brilliantly light the 
soft-touch translucent keys

Audit Trail – Single Option Available
An electronic control unit (ECU)/handheld unit lets you print the last 
100 entries, showing who used the safe and in which room

Code Blocking
This additional safety measure guards against unauthorized use. 
If three attempts are made to get into the safe with an improper code, 
the system will automatically shut down for 15 minutes

Battery Override Unit 
Allows access to the safe if the guest forgets the pass code or if a 
battery failure occurs, so no valuables are ever trapped inside the safe

Electronic Master Key (Protected Master Code) and User Code
The ECU offers a manager code and 20 user codes, allowing the 
property to unlock the safe and override any code set by a guest

One-Touch Battery Audit
Instantly obtain battery conditions by touching 
the # key on the digital keypad

Quick-Access Battery Panel 
Batteries are housed in a special slide panel 
inside the door for easy access. There is no 
need to remove the entire door cover to 
get to the batteries

Handheld Programmer
An easy-to-use handheld unit serves 
as a programmer and password-protected 
ECU for all safes. It can be used to obtain 

an access audit trail and as an 
emergency unit to unlock the 
safe, if necessary

Solid Security and 
User-Friendly Operation

Messenger® for Safes

SAFLOK™ has designed a Messenger® module 
for safes in Messenger-installed properties.
Real-time messages are sent from the module
to the central communication point. The module
sends a one-way message every time the door
is opened or closed and stores the safe’s use
history that can be interrogated for later use.
Through the use of Messenger technology, the
property can check the status of the guestroom
safes upon the guest's check-out.
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Electronic illuminated keypad is the standard configuration. 
The following alternate configurations are also available:

Mechanical Key Operation Only (Optional) 
Uses the state-of-the-art Medeco key and cylinder locking system

Electronic Keypad Only
Provides guests with digital access for locking and unlocking the safe. Guests choose
their own personal four-digit code, enter it on the keypad, shut the door, and press the
close button for secure locking

Electronic Keypad with Card Swipe
Instead of remembering numbers, guests may 
use any card with a magnetic stripe that
writes to track 2 to lock/unlock the safe

Electronic Keypad with Card Swipe and Mechanical Key Override (Optional)
In case of emergency, a Master key can be used to unlock the safe. 
All electronic safes come with an electronic override

Brass Plaque
A bright brass plaque with your property’s name can be affixed to 
the front of safes. Plaques hold up to ten characters. Only available 
with optional mechanical key override (MKO®)

Mounting Pedestal
Available with the S1.6S, 
S1.6, S2.6S, S2.6, S3.6S, 
S3.6, S6.6S, and S6.6 
models

Specifications

Optional Features

Card swipe
available
on classic
keypad only. 

Model Exterior Interior Door Opening Clear Door Opening
mm/inches mm/inches mm/inches mm/inches
H x W x D H x W x D H x W x D H x W

S1.6S S1.6 229 x 432 x 352 203 x 427 x 280 180 x 384 180 x 349
9.02" x 17.01" x 13.86" 8" x 16.82" x 11.02" 7.09" x 15.12" 7.09" x 13.74"

S2.6S S2.6 337 x 324 x 324 311 x 318 x 260 289 x 277 180 x 349
13.27" x 12.76" x 12.76" 12.24" x 12.52" x 10.24" 11.38" x 10.91" 7.09" x 13.74"

S3.6S S3.6 553 x 380 x 433 524 x 372 x 360 508 x 333 508 x 298
21.77" x 14.96" x 17.05" 20.61" x 14.65" x 14.17" 13.11" x 20" 20" x 11.73"

S5.6S S5.6 419 x 352 x 165 413 x 346 x 95 380 x 310 355 x 277
(Wall) (Wall) 16.5" x 13.86" x 6.5" 16.26" x 13.62" x 3.74" 14.96" x 12.2" 13.98" x 10.91"
S6.6S S6.6 203 x 495 x 394 178 x 483 x 305 158 x 449 158 x 413

7.99" x 19.49" x 15.51" 7.01" x 19.02" x 12.01" 6.22" x 17.68" 6.22" x 16.26"

Classic
keypad 
with swipe

Oval
keypad
(no swipe)


